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　　Abstract　　There are some curved interfaces in acoust ic w aveguides.To compute w ave propagat ion along the w aveguides w ith some

marching methods , f lat tening of the internal interfaces is needed.In this paper , a local orthogonal coordinate transform and an equation

transform are const ructed to solve the two-dimensional Helm holt z equat ion for the waveguides bounded by a f lat top , a f lat bot tom and tw o

curved internal in terfaces w ith three layered media.The cu rved internal interfaces are flattened by the local orthogonal coordinate t rans-
f orm , and the corresponding t ransformed Helmholtz equation can be solved by some marching methods.This t reatment can be extended in

mult ilayered medium w aveguides.The one-w ay reformulat ion based on the Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN)map is then used to reduce the

boundary value problem to an initial value problem.Numerical implementation of the result ing operator Riccat i equat ion uses a large range

step method to discretize the range variable and a t runcated local eigenfunction expansion to approximate the operators.This method is

particularly useful for solving long range wave propagation problems in slowly varying waveguides w ith multilayered medium st ructure.

　　Keywords:　Helmholtz equation , local orthogonal transform , DtN reformulation , marching method , internal interface , one-way
reformulation.

　　The ocean envi ronment is a well know n acoustic

w aveguide w ith multilayered media and allow s sound

w aves to t ravel a large distance in the horizontal di-
rection.In this envi ronment , the surface , in general ,
can be seen as even.The ocean bot tom is composed of

sediments and rocks.The interfaces between differ-
ent layers are usually curved.The range distance L is

many orders of magnitude larger than the typical

w aveleng th.The depth D is much smaller than L ,
but still larger than the w avelength.This st ructure is

very common in acoustics , electro-magnetism , seis-
mic migration and other applications.

To compute wave propagation along the w ave-
guides w ith some curved interfaces , a direct numeri-
cal computing is very expensive.Common numerical

methods , such as the f inite element method and the

finite dif ference method , lead to very large linear sys-
tems.Meanwhile , these sy stems are also nonsym-
metric and indef inite.Thus , it is very difficult to

solve them by these methods.The coupled mode

method
[ 1]
, and some approximate methods

[ 2—7]
based

on exact one-way reformulations are popularly ef fi-
cient to solve the problem .However , these numerical

studies focus on the waveguides w ith flat boundaries

or interfaces.Although these methods can be used for

the waveguide with curved boundary if the “staircase”
approximation is used , it needs a small range step.

Numerical methods have been developed to avoid

the crude “staircase” approximation.The approach of

Refs.[ 8 , 9] is to use a conformal mapping w hich

keeps the governing equation in a very simple fo rm.
However , the conformal mapping is a global t ransfor-
mation that requires much effort fo r its calculation ,
especially w hen the w aveguide is very long and the

boundaries (or interfaces) are complicated.Local

t ransformations are easier to compute and they have

also been used in various applications
[ 10—12]

.Local

but non-orthogonal transformations , such as the one

used in Ref.[ 12] , change the normal derivative to a

combinat ion of partial derivatives in the range and

transverse variables.The range derivat ive at the in-
terface or boundary can lead to diff iculties in numeri-

cal implementation.Local orthogonal transform
[ 13 , 14]

is an eff icient method which f lat tens one curved bot-
tom or one internal interface and changes the normal

derivative at the interface only to the partial deriva-
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